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I. Introduction

Contract DAAK21-81-C-0109 was awarded on September 17, 1981, for the study
of the switching, gating, and phase shifting of millimeter waves in semiconduc-
tor waveguides by a laser-induced electron hole plasma. Before this contract,
preliminary work had been performed and the results were reported elsewhere.
We reportedl the demonstration of a new method for controlling millimeter-wave
propagation in a semiconductor waveguide, i.e., optical control. A phase shift
of 3000/cm at 94 GHz was observed. A simple theory was developed to explain
the observed behavior. This technique was also extended to ultra-fast
switching and gating of millimeter-wave signals. Millimeter-wave pulsewidths
as short as lns and variable to several tens of nanoseconds were observed.

The main objective of the current contract is to further advance the state
of the art in this area by performing the following specific tasks:

(1) setting up a 94 GHz system for parameter measurements,

(2) fabricating different waveguides from Si and GaAs,

(3) measuring the phase shift and attenuation as a function of the laser-
induced plasma in various waveguides, with particular emphasis on
waveguides operated close to cutoff,

(4) measuring these parameters as a function of laser wavelength and
pulsewidth, and

(5) developing a theoretical model and computer code to facilitate com-
parison between theory and experiment.

The contract allowed for some deviation from these specific tasks if a par-
ticular avenue of research was found to be especially fruitful. It was
intended that this research should be published in respected technical jour-
nals.

Our research has been quite successful. We have accomplished all the
tasks listed above except for measuring the phase shift and attenuation as a
function of laser pulsevidth (This information is not critical for the

understanding of the physics of the devices). In addition, a dynamic bridge
method has been developed which, for the first time, can monitor the rapid
change of phase and attenuation at a subnanosecond time scale at 94 GHz.
Chirped millimeter-wave pulses have been observed in a GaAs waveguide with
potential for further compression of the pulses for millimeter-wave radar
applications. We have also demonstrated the wideband modulation of millimeter
waves with a bandwidth in excess of 1 CHz. A phase shift as high as 1400 /cm
has been observed.

A parallel effort in the theoretical description of these devices has been

carried out. A computer code has been developed to analyze higher order modes
of propagation in the plasma-controlled region of both Si and GaAs waveguides
at various frequencies and for various waveguide dimensions. We have also for-

'Chi H. Lee, P. S. Mak, and A. P. DeFonzo, "Optical control of millimeter wave

propagation in dielectric waveguides," IEEE J. Quantum Electron QE-16 (1980),
277-288. 5



mulated a surface plasma model that is a good approximation of the more ela-
borate volume plasma model. This model will facilitate, in future research, the
computation of a more complicated situation where mode coupling effects may be
important.

Our research has resulted in several publications. They are as follows:

(1) Theory of optically controlled millimeter-wave phase shifters, published
in the IEEE Transactions on Microwave Theory and Techniques in a special
issue on millimeter waves, MTT-31, 209-216, (February, 1983).

(2) Wide bandwidth high repetition-rate optoelectronic modulation of
millimeter-waves in GaAs waveguide, Electronics Letters, 18 454; (May 1982),
and

(3) Picosecond optoelectronic modulation of millimeter-waves in GaAs
waveguide, accepted for publication in Picosecond Phenomena III, edited by R.
M. Hochatrasser and W. Kaiser, Springer-Verlag, 1982, 145-148.

The reprints of these papers are included as appendices. Anyone who is
interested in the technical details should consult these appendices.

In section 2, the background and a historical overview of this research
field is presented. Technical descriptions and results are in section 3. Sec-
tion 3.1 discusses the concept of optical control of millimeter-wave propaga-
tion and Section 3.2 gives a summary of the theoretical analysis. The dynamic
bridge method for measuring the rapid change of phase and attenuation as a
function of time is presented in detail in Section 3.3. Highlights of the
current research results are listed in Section 3.4. Section 4 contains
suggestions for future research topics.

With better understanding of the physics of these devices, we believe that
it is now possible to build a monolithic millimeter-wave integrated circuit
technology based on this foundation. The approach of using a solid-state
plasma as a means of control (this also includes the PIN diode work done by
Jacobs et a12) appears to be the only successful one so far. Continued funding
of this effort is needed to advance this research to a stage where this tech-
nology can be transferred to industry for system development.

2. Background

We are currently witnessing a resurgence of interest in millimeter-wave
technology. The frequency band extending from 30 to 1000 GCz is attractive in
several respects. Devices operating above K band frequencies offer the bene-
fits of greater carrier bandwidth, better spatial resolution, and a ore com-
pact technology than presently used X and K band systems. On the other hand,

millimeter and submillimeter wave systems have some advantages over optical
systems: better atmospheric propagation through fogs and smokes In selected

R H. Jacob. and M. M. Chrepta, -Electronic phase shifter for millimeter-wave
semiconductor dielectric integrated circuits," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory
Tech, MTT-22 (1974), 411-417.
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bands and a technology more amenable to frequency multiplexing3-5 but retaining
the good angular resolution of the latter. An outstanding and basic problem is
how to effectively preserve these benefits. Our approach to the solution of
this problem promises to yield much larger modulation bandwidths than are
realizable with optical techniques while preserving economy over a given
carrier frequency band.

One of the important parts of microwave and millimeter wave systems
is the waveguide. At microwave frequencies, metal waveguides are commonly
used. At higher frequencies, either microstrip or dielectric waveguide struc-
tures become more attractive. Both of these structures can be fabricated by
integrated circuit techniques. Complex millimeter-wave integrated circuit ele-
ments can be easily formed from dielectric materials by employing batch fabri-
cation techniques using sandblasting, machining, laser cutting, etc.
Microstrip transmission lines are used up to 30 GHz. For frequencies greater
than 30 GHz, the losses in microstrip structures are high and fabrication tech-
niques become more difficult because of the narrow strips and the substrate
thickness. Dielectric rectangular wfveguides become, then, the only alternative
to the expensive metal waveguides. The use of high-purity semiconductor
materials as dielectric waveguides is particularly important since active devi-
ces, such as oscillators, Gunn or IMPATT diodes, mixers/detectors, and modula-
tors, can all be fabricated in situ into the semiconducting waveguides.

One important aspect of millimeter-wave devices is the control of phase
and amplitude of a wave propagating through the waveguide. Such devices with a
reasonable speed and acceptable bandwidth are not yet available in the
millimeter-wave region. The use of semiconductor bulk phenomena in imple-
menting microwave control components has been discussedO. The principal pheno-
mena explored have been the dielectric and conductive properties of the plasma
states. A frequency-scanning millimeter-wave antenna utilizing periodic
metallic stripe perturbations on a silicon waveguide has been demonstrated7 .
Millimeter-wave dielectric image-guide integrated devices have been developed8 .
At the optical region, there are various controllable wave guide devices which
have not found their counterparts in the millimeter-wave region. High-speed
light modulators that make use of the electro-optic, acousto-optic, and
magneto-optic effects in bulk material have been described9 . All these effects

3 W. J. Tomlinson, "Wavelength multiplexing in multimode optical fibres,",
Appl. Opt. 16 (1977), 2180-2194.
4 H. Kobayashi and H. Herui, "Optical demultiplexer using coupling between
nonidentical waveguides," Appl. Opt. 17 (1978), 3253-3258.
5 j. Minowa, K. Aoyama, and Y. Fujii,-"Silicon blazed-grating for low loss
optical multiplexer," 1979 IEEE/OSA Conference on Laser Engineering and
Applications, Digest of Technical Papers, paper 3.10 (1979), 54-55.I 6 K. E. Mortenson, A. L. Armstrong, 3. H. Borrego, and J. F. White, "A review
of bulk semiconductor microwave control components," Proc IEEE, 59 (1971),
1191-1200.
7 K. L. Klohn, R. E. Born, H. Jacobs, and E. Friebergs, "Silicon waveguide fre-
quency scanning linear array antenna," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech.,
MTT-26 (1978), 764-773.
-J.A. Paul and Y. W. Chang, "Millimeter-wave image-guide integrated passive

devices," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., KTT-26 (1978), 751-754.
9 I. P. Kaminow, "Optical waveguide modulators," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory
Tech., KTT-23 (1975), 57-70.
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produce refractive index changes and, in turn, modify the characteristics of
the propagating fields. Within these general principles, an electro-optic
multimode waveguide switch based on nonuniform modulations of the refractive-
index profile of the active waveguide at optical wavelengths has recently been
demonstratedlO. A Mach-Zehnder interferometric integrated-optical waveguide
modulator has also been reported 1l.

Phase shifting is a fundamental control operation. A general approach to
this operation, used extensively at both optical1 2 and microwave13 frequencies,
Is to alter the phase velocity along a fixed interval of a guiding medium. In
this case, the phase shift per unit length is equal to the change in the propa-
gation constant of the guided wave. One well-known method of altering the
dispersion of millimeter waves is to introduce a plasma in the guiding medium.
In their works Jacobs2 and his coworkers have demonstrated that the phase shift
can be accomplished by injecting plasma with PIN diodes14. Similar work at low
frequency has been demonstrated very recently by Glance15 . However, there are
several shortcomings of PIN diode controlled millimeter-wave devices: (1)
large phase shifts have not been achieved because of excess heating of the
waveguide; (2) there are large losses (6 dB) due to excess metallization for
contact to the junction region; and (3) the PIN diode becomes an integral part
of the waveguide. This last shortcoming leads to complex boundary conditions
and poor electrical Isolation between the PIN diode and the waveguide struc-
ture. Inspired by previous work2,14,1 5 we have come up with an elegant way of
circumventing the difficulties associated with PIN diode control by using opti-
cal injection of plasma to illuminate the guide with above bandgap radiation,
thereby creating the basic element of a new class of device --an optically
controlled millimeter-wave device. Optical techniques offer the following
advantages: (1) near perfect isolation, (2) low static and dynamic insertion
losses, (3) fast response, (4) high power handling capability, (5) when
picosecond pulses are used, it is possible for extremely high density plasmas
to be injected without damaging the material.
(6) By proper choice of semiconducting material and laser wavelength one can
generate plasma with any desirable density distributions and at any desirable
time. (7) Ultrafast switching and gating of millimeter-wave signals are
possible. (8) Using picosecond exciting-probing techniques, the dynamic evolu-
tion of the injected plasma can be studied in detail. Parameters related to

Z H. Jacobs and H. H. Chrepta, "Electronic phase shifter for millimeter-wave
semiconductor dielectric integrated circuits," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory
Tech, MTT-22 (1974), 411-417.
10 j. C. Campbell and T. Li, "Electro-optic multimode waveguide switch," Appl.

Phys. Lett. 33 (1978), 710-712.
11 W. K. Burns, T. G. Giallorenzi, R. P. Moeller, and E. J. West,
"Interferometric waveguide modulator with polarization independent operation,"
Appl. Phys. Lett. 33 (1978), 944-947.12 1. P. Kaminow, 7R. Carruthers, E. H. Turner, and L. W. Stulz, "Thin-film

LiNbO3 electro-optic light modulator," Appl. Phys. Lett. 22 (1973), 540-542.
13 R. V. Garver, Microwave Diode Control Devices, Chapter--0, Artech House,
Inc. (1976).
14 B. J. Levin and G. G. Weidner, "Millimeter-wave phase shifters," RCA Rev. 34
(1973), 489-505.
15 B. Glance, "A fast low loss microstrip p-i-n phase shifter," IEEE Trans.
Microwave Theory Tech., HTT-27 (1979), 14-16.
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transport properties of the carriers can be accurately determined.

Because of these apparent advantages, we feel that the optical techniques
will not only enable us to characterize in detail the nature of wave-plasma
interactions in the waveguide, but also provide practical ways for controlling
millimeter waves. Furthermore, the characterization and modeling of the plasma
layer on the millimeter-wave propagation in semiconducting waveguides will at
least complement the work done by Jacobs et a12 in understanding the nature of
plasma-wave interaction. Recent development of mode-locked semiconductor lasersl

4

and monolithic integration of an injection laser with a MESFET 16 further
strengthen our belief that optical control of millimeter-waves is a viable
technique.

Realizing this potential, we have initiated a research program, with
internal support from the University of Maryland, College of Engineering
(totaling $170,000) and external support from the Harry Diamond LaboratorieE
($70,000) and the National Science Foundation ($30,000 equipment grant) to
inveatigate the effect of a light-induced plasma on the propagation of a mil
meter wave in a semiconductor waveguide. The results include, besides the
publications listed in the introduction, the presentation of a paper entitled,
"Ultrafast optoelectronic modulation of millimeter-waves in GaAs waveguide" at
the 12th International Quantum Electronics Conference in Munich, June 22-25,
1982.

We believe these efforts represent an important emergent field. Our work
has led to the demonstration of a laser-controlled millimeter-wave phase
shifter with phase shift up to 1400 0/cm observed. In addition an ultrafast
optoelectronic millimeter-wave modulator has been realized with modulation
bandwidth well in excess of 1 GUz. More important, our work has enabled us to
better understand the physics of these types of devices, including the PIN diode
work done by Jacobs et a12 .

3. Technical Descriptions and Results

3.1 Concept of Optically Controllable Millimeter-Wave Propagation

Shown in figure I is a schematic of the optically controllable phase
shifter. It consists of a rectangular semiconductor waveguide with tapered
ends to allow efficient transition of millimeter-waves both to and from a con-
ventional metal waveguide. Optical control is realized when the broad wall of
the semiconductor guide is illuminated by light generated by either a proximal
source or one removed by a suitable optical guiding medium. The width, a, and

* height, b, of the guide are selected so that it supports an Etlmode. The iui-

3 £ H. Jacobs and M. M. Chrepta, "Electronic phase shifter for millimeter-wave

semiconductor dielectric integrated circuits," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory
Tech, MTT-22 (1974), 411-417.
12 1. P. Kaminow, J. R. Carruthers, E. H. Turner, and L. W. Stulz, "Thin-film

LiNbO3 electro-optic light modulator," Appl. Phys. Lett. 22 (1973), 540-542.
16 p. T. Ho, L. A. Glasser, E. P. Ippen, and H. A. Haus, "i-cosecond pulse

generation with a cv GaAlAs laser diode," Appl. Phys. Lett., 33 (1978),
341-342.
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tial depth of plasma injection is controlled by selecting an appropriate com-
bination of optical radiation wavelength and semiconductor absorption proper-
ties.

LASER
BEAM
XN

MMMw
IN OUT

SILICON WAVEGUIDE

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram and operating principle of an optically controlled
phase shifter. kz is the propagation vector in the guide, d is the depth of
the injected plasma layer, I is the length of guide illuminated a and b are the
width and height of the guide respectively.

At sufficiently small injection depths, the final thickness of the plasma
Is determined primarily by processes of carrier diffusion and recombination.
The effect of plasma-occupied volume is to introduce a layer whose index at the
millimeter-wave frequency Is larger than the remaining volume of waveguide.
From simple physical arguments one would expect this effect tc become strong as
one approaches and then exceeds the plasma density at which the value of the
plasma frequency equals the frequency of the guided millimeter wave. At suf-
ficiently high plasma densities, the millimeter wave is totally screened fr m
the occupied volume, and one would expect that the phase shift per unit length
would saturate as a function of plasma density. At extremely high densities,
the plasma layer becomes metallic, and the dielectric waveguide becomes an
image guide. As the optical illumination intensity increases from a low value,
a significant phase shift will not appear until the plasma frequency exceeds
the frequency of the guided millimeter wave after which it will rapidly rise
and eventually saturate. However, the form and magnitude of the phase shift
versus the intensity of illumination, and hence, the plasma density, depend
in detail on the material and geometrical factors that characterize the opti-
cally perturbed guiding structure, and their determination requires a detailed
solution of the corresponding boundary value problems. The optically induced
phase shift A# for a given section of waveguide of length I is determined by
computing the propagation constant in the z direction first in the absence of
the injected plasma, k, and then with the plasma, k' thus:

A¢ - (k )L . ()

z z

We have developed a complete theory and performed a computer calculation
of the boundary value problem (see App. A) and have measured the phase
shift as a function of lamer intensity to test our model. Details of the
experimental technique and numerical calculations are given in appendices A, 3,
and C. One of the typical results is shown in figure 2. The correspondence
between the data and the theoretically predicted curve is quite good. We feel
very confident that we have a good understanding of this problem. We observed
a maximum phase shift of 590 at 94 GUz for a plasma colm 1.6 -long for a

10
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vaveguide of 2.4 x 1.0 =2 and 2700 for a waveguide vith 2 x 0.5 =2 cross-
section, in good agreement with the theory. The maximum light energy used was
about 10 VJ. In practical device applications, one Is interested in the amount
of phase shift per unit incident light energy. In the present case, the
results indicate a phase shift per unit energy on the order of 250 /pj. By con-
fining the plasma to a very thin layer and choosing a guiding structure close
to cutoff, our calculations show a decrease in energy requirtments for a given
phase shift by at least two orders of magnitude, down to 2.5 /nJ.

RELATIVE LASER ENRGY
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~Fig. 2. Masured phase shift normalized to units of degree/cm. The scale for
, the upper abscissa applies to the reduced data points. The silicon wavsguide
; has a cross-sectiou of 2.4x1.0 =2.

By slight variations of the phase-shifting technique, we have also
demonstrated optoelectronic switching, gating. and modulation of sl11seter-wave
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signal at 94 Ghz by an optically Induced plasma in a silicon or GaAs
waveguide1 8 ,19 ,2 1. A millimeter wave pulse width as short as 0.5 ns and
variable to tens of nanoseconds can readily be :eained by this technique. We
conclude from these studies that optical injection of plasma is superior to
electrical injection because of its near-perfect isolation. The geometry and
nature of the injected plasma column are more amenable to analysis. Excellent
agreement between experiment and theory encourages further study and a search
for a better experimental configuration to realize a new class of devices with
high efficiency. Of particular interest is the development of an electroni-
cally steerable phased-array antenna.

3.2 Steady-State Analysis of Optically Controlled Millimeter-Wave Propagation
in Dielectric Waveguide

In this project we have analyzed several different models that
describe the millimeter-wave characteristics of a dielectric waveguide con-
taining a plasma-dominated region. First we considered the case in which a
plasma region of depth tp was present over the entire broad wall of the
dielectric guide; then we treated the plasma region as being infinitely thin
and located only on the surface of the guide. For both of these cases we calcu-
lated the phase shift and attenuation resulting from the presence of the
plasma. We are now in the process of describing the coupling between modes
induced by the presence of the plasma.

The principle of the optically controllable phase shifter was discussed
qualitatively in section 3.1. It was mentioned earlier in this section that
the form and magnitude of the phase shift depends strongly on the material and
geometrical factors that characterize the optically perturbed guiding struc-
ture. We have devised a model and carried out a detailed steady-state analysis
of the general wave propagation problem in a dielectric waveguide with a plasma-
occupied region. The results of these analyses are presented in appendix A.
Here we just point out some of the main features.

We explain the calculated behavior of the phase shift and attenuation
curves for the various modes in a 2.4 x 1.0 mm2 silicon waveguide at 94 Giz as
follows: As the plasma density increases from 1015 to 1010 cm-1 the skin
depth at 94 GHz in silicon decreases from more than 200 Va to less than 1 to.
When the skin depth is equal to or larger than the plasma layer thickness, the
millimeter wave penetrates deeply into the plasma layer, causing loss. The
maximum loss occurs when the skin depth is about equal to the layer thickness.
The higher order modes have more loss in this regime than the lower order modes
because more of the wave power is concentrated in the plasma region when aI higher order mode is propagating in the guide. As the plasma density increases
further, the skin depth decreases. When the skin depth is less than the
thickness of the plasma layer, the plasma region begins to act as a metallic

C. H. Lee, S. Mak, and A. P. DeFonzo, "Millimeter-wave switching by opti-
cally generated plasma in silicon," Electron. Lett. 14 (1978), 733-734.
19 C. H. Lee, "Picosecond optoelectronic switching in GaAs," appl. Phys. Lett,

30 (1977), 84-86.
ZT M. G. Li, W. L. Cao, V. K. Mathur, and Chi R. Lee, "Wide bandwidth, high-
repetition rate optoelectronic modulation of millimeter-wave in GaAs
waveguide," Electron. Lett. 18 (1982), 454-456.
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conductor and the dielectric waveguide becomes an image line. The attenuation
then drops off rapidly with increasing plasma density. The maximum phase shift
of the higher order modes is also larger than that of the lower modes because
the waveguide becomes more dispersive closer to cutoff.

T~e effect of varying the frequency of the millimeter wave In the 2.4 x
1.0 Tm guide for a 10-rn plasma depth is to shift the attenuation peak and
the onset of the phase shift. This is to be expected since the skin depth is a
decreasing function of frequency; therefore, the plasma density at which the
greatest amount of interaction between the plasma and the wave occurs increases
as the frequency is increased. Also, as the frequency is lowered, the maximum
phase shifts and attenuations are larger. This is because the guide operates
closer to cutoff at the lower frequencies.

When the same analysis is done for a GaAs waveguide, similar results are
found. The general features of the phase shift and attenuation curves are the
same as those for silicon; however, the curves are shifted toward lower plasma
densities, consistent with the shift in the dielectric properties of GaAs ver-
sus Si.

Comparison of the results from the volume plasma model and the surface
plasma model shows good agreement of the phase shifts and attenuations of the
two models with respect to plasma density at small plasma depths.

As the thickness of the plasma layer gets larger, the agreement becomes
poorer. Good agreement between the surface model and volume model with small
plasma depth is very encouraging. Clearly, the simplicity of the surface model
will aid us greatly in future analysis pertaining to mode conversion of a
single incident wave.

Currently we are modelling the coupling between modes induced by the pre-
sence of the plasma by writing the fields in the plasma-controlled portion of
the waveguide as a summation over the orthogonal set of modes which could pro-
pagate in the unperturbed guide.

3.3 Dynamic Bridge Method to Measure the Rapid Change of Phase and to
Monitor the Carrier Decay Kinetics.

In the experiment on the ultrafast modulation of millimeter-wave signals by
using Cr-doped GaAs waveguide, the pulsewidth of the modulated signals is
usually narrower than the combined response time of the detector diode and
oscilloscope. As a result, the convenient calibration technique employed in the

* Si waveguide work (see app. A) to obtain the values of phase shift and
attenuation is not directly applicable here. We have, however, developed a
dynamic bridge method to determine the values of the laser-induced phase shift
and attenuation. This method exploits the fact that the temporal profile of
the output of the bridge depends sensitively on (1) the initial phase angle
between the electric fields in two arms of the bridge, (2) the laser-induced
phase shift, and (3) the carrier decay dynamics and the dependence of the phase
shift and attenuation of the millimeter wave on the carrier density. The dyna-
mic range is very large in this method. We can follow the decay of carrier
density over four orders of magnitude.
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To understand how the dynamic bridge method works, let us consider a pha-
sor diagram consisting of two interfering phasors representing the electric
fields in the two arms of the bridge. Let E represent the electric field in
the arm with dielectric waveguide (see fig. 1) and EB , the rf field in the
other arm. The output of the bridge is proportional to the resultant phasor.
Nor simplicity, let us consider only the case where EA and En are linearly
polarized in the same direction. When the bridge is balanced before laser
illumination, EA - -Es and the output is zero. The situation in which the
bridge is deliberately set to be unbalanced by an offset angle #, is depicted
in figure 4, where GA represents the resultant field ER . It can be shown that

and if I EB  is normalized to unity,

J Ep1 21sin 11.

Figure 3. Phasor diagram consisting of two interfering phaeors, E1 and EB ,
representing electric fields in two arms of bridge.

The power detected by the diode is proportional to 2(1 - cos *), as indi-
cated in figure 5a. If the bridge inbalance is introduced by the laser pulse
illumination, then the situation depicted in figure 5 still applies, except
that # now represents the-laser induced phase shift, #laser- After the laser
pulse terminates, #laser changes from its maximum value to zero, according to
the carrier decay kinetics and the relation between tlaser and the carrier den-
sity. This relation has been calculated and is shown In appendices A and B. As

#laser decreases, the phasor EA rotates from its initial position Ok along the
7 circular arc ABCG to its equilibrium position 0G. The resulting phasor

describing the output of the bridge at a given instance is given by GB, CC.
etc. figure Sc plots ER12 versus #. However, Z R12 versus time is sore
complicated. As we have mentioned earlier, 1%a12 depends on the functional
forms of #(N) and N(t). On the other hand, knowing +(N) and 9(t), one can
calculate the temporal profile of the millimeter-wave signals. One example of
such a calculation is given in figure 6a. The temporal profile of the
resultant phasor shows a rich variety of forms depending on the following: (1)
the initial offset phase angle * between two phasors (set by adjusting the
mechanical phase shifter), (2) t.Ke initial value of the laser-induced phase

14
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shift and, (3) the carrier decay dynamics which determines the functional form
of 1(t), *jaser(t), and *laser(t), where Oal.er(t) is the laser-induced atte-
nuation coefficient of the millimeter waves. The qualitative temporal profiles
of IE21 for #o "4 are shown in figure 7. The essential feature is the

appearance of the positive and negative portions of the signal. This charac-
teristlc results because the base-line of the JR 1

2 plot is shifted when the
bridge Is

II

Figure 4. Phasor diagram for unbalanced bridge. Note simple geometric

construction to obtain resultant phasor ER, representing electric

field at output of bridge.

initially set to be unbalanced. This is schematically shown in figure 7. When
obtaining the final temporal profile one must also realize that the laser-induced

loss can complicate the situation. Because of the variable loss, the phasor
2 will no longer rotate along a circle but rather along a complicated curve,
stnce the magnitude of the phasor is also a function of time. This Is shown in
figure 8.
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Figure 6. Theoretical temporal profile of the millimeter-wave signals
generated for the unbalanced bridge due to the decay of the optically induced
carriers, the curves are plotted for different initial phase angles between E
and iB. (a) 1800, the balanced case, (b) 00, (c) 1150 and (d) 2350.
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Figure 8. Decay path of laser-induced phasor OA when attentuation of phasor
amplitude is taken into account. Phasor rotates with variable amplitude along
path A'B'C'G.

Based on the theoretically calculated curves of phase shift and atte-
nuation as a functioL of carrier density and assuming a certain decay charac-
teristic of the excess carriers, we have calculated the temporal profile of the
signal at the output of the detector. Figure 6 represents the results of these
calculations with different initial phase angles between EA and EB for the
Cr-doped GaAs waveguide at 94 Ghz. Here we have assumed a two component decay
mechanism for the carriers with decay constants of T - 100 ps and T2 - 1000
pg. The mechanism for 1 is due to efficient recombination of carriers at
chromium impurities, while that for T2 may be due to ambipolar diffusion.
Figure 9 shows the observed millimeter-wave signals corresponding to the
theoretical situation depicted in figure 6. In this particular case, a laser-
induced phase shift of 2700 was measured in good agreement with that predicted
theoretically. In this measurement we can also follow the decay of carriers
over a density range spanning four decades. With some refinement, this tech-

jnique can also be applied to study carrier transport of more Interesting cases,
such a the temperature dependence of the transport parameters.

19
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Figure 9. Experimentally observed millimeter-wave signals corresponding to

theoretical ones in figure 6 in same cyclic order.

3.4 Highlights of Research Results

A phase shift of 14000/cm of a 94-GUz millilmeter-wave for a waveguide
with dimensiocs close to cutoff ('-0.5=m thick) has been observed accompanied by
less than 1 dB of insertion loss. A theory has been developed to account in
detail for the observed results. A computer code has been written to solve
various boundary value problems, such as different thicknesses of the plasma
layer, different modes, different frequencies, etc. Good agreement between
theory and experiment gives us confidence to design devices based upon the coat-
puter calculations. Theoretical prediction shows that using a vaveguide with
dimensions close to cutoff, a phase shift of 2.50/nJ of optials. energy is
possible.

Ultrafast millimeter wave switching without jitter has been demonstrated.
20



The switch response time is in the picosecond range. Millimeter-wave gating
with picosecond precision has also been demonstrated and we have observed the
shortest millimeter wave pulses ever reported (about 0.5 na).

Using a Cr-doped GaAs waveguide, we have demonstrated a millimeter wave
modulator with a bandwidth greater than 1 GHz. This device will be par-
ticularly attractive in pulse-coded communication applications, since the data
rate can be extended well above 1 Gbit/s.

We have demonstrated for the first time the generation of 'chirped' milli-
meter wave pulses. This may be significant for pulse compression in coherent-
pulse millimeter radar applications.

Finally, we have developed a dynamic bridge method to measure the dynamic
phase shift induced by optical picosecond pulses and to monitor the decay kine-
tics of the carriers. The wide dynamic range of this method indicates that it
is a sensitive technique to characterize the carrier transport parameters at
low carrier density.

4. SUGESSTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH TOPICS

4.1 Further Development of Dynamic Bridge Method

In section 3.3 we showed that the dynamic bridge method can determine
the laser-pulse-induced phase shift which rises and decays rapidly on a sub-
nanosecond time scale. In many instances, this method may be the only one for
accurate measurement of the rapid phase shift. Further development of this
technique to cover a large variety of situations should be carried out. The
results of measurements obtained by this technique would be compared with
those obtained by our earlier technique employed in our Si waveguide workl
One can also apply the dynamic bridge method to study the carrier transport in
different semiconducting materials, such as Si, Ge, and GaAs, and at different
temperatures. For example, the carrier scattering time is related to tem-
perature. We expect that these features may be detected by using the dynamic
bridge method.

4.2 Laser-Controlled Phase-Shifter Research

We can continue to expand our research to investigate the influence of
optically generated plasma on the propagation of millimeter waves in semicon-
ductor waveguides. Our objectives thus far have been limited to (1) gaining
an understanding of the physics of the plasma-wave interaction, (2) exposing
any problems that may be associated with the devices in operation, and (3)
devising a theoretical model that is amenable to computer analysis. So far, we
have been quite successful in all three areas. Our goals for the next phase
will be an in-depth and followup study. We will study the phase shifting
effect with a waveguide close to cutoff. gur present studies show that in an
oversize waveguide, the phase shift is 320 /cm, while in a waveguide with

I Chi H. Lee, P. S. Mak, and A. P. DeFonzo, "Optical control of millimeter-wave
propagation in dielectric waveguides," IEEE J. Quantum Electron QE-16 (1980),
277-288.
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thickness of 0.5 urn, a phase shift of 1500°/cm has been obtained. This indeed
greatly relaxes the power requirement. The problem is mainly an engineering
one, since there is a mismatch of cross-sectional area between the metallic and
the dielectric waveguide. We will devote considerable effort to developing a
launcher for smooth transition in coupling millimeter waves from a metallic
waveguide to a dielectric one.

4.3 Mode Coupling in Optically Controlled Millimeter Wave Dielectric
Waveguide.

As a demonstration of a practical phase-shifting device, we would
like to use millimeter-wave devices to produce phase shifts of 1800, 900, and
450. A phase shift of 1800 requires a length of 6 = for the injected plasma

column in an oversized waveguide. For waves propagating through a long
dielectric section, the important problem of mode coupling effects must be
addressed since it may not be possible to maintain the millimeter wave in the
lowest order mode over a long distance. A good theoretical analysis and a
detailed experimental characterization of the mode patterns and mode conver-
sion and coupling are needed in order to properly design the phase shifting
device. Mode coupling in integrated optics has been analyzed. The ideas and
some of the results may be applied to the millimeter-wave range.

4.4 Ultrafast Switching, Gating, and Wide band Modulation of Millimeter-
Wave Signals

For millimeter wave radar and high-data-rate communication, it is
desirable to have a capability for ultrafast switching, gating and modulation.
We have already demonstrated that switching and gating of millimeter waves with
subnanosecond precision is attainable by laser controlled techniques' (see also
app B). However, many important questions such as gain-bandwidth limitations,
efficiency, minimum optical energy requirements, and maximum power-handling
capability have not been considered. These questions can only be addressed
meaningfully with a complete understanding of the millimeter-wave plasma
interaction in the waveguide. For example, how does carrier diffusion and
recombination affect wave propagation? By applying a fully developed dynamic
bridge method, these questions may be answered. How does dielectric relaxation
time affect the response time of the device? Is gating or switching best
accomplished by injecting a surface plasma layer or a volume plasma? What are
the best choices for laser and semiconducting material, etc? We will perform a
systematic study to evaluate these parameters.

For wide bandwidth modulation one needs a semiconductor with an ultrafast

carrier recombination time. In our early studies of optoelectronic
switches20, we have found that carriers in Cr-doped GaAs recombine in 50 ps.

20

This material is, therefore, a good candidate for a wide-band modulator.
Either amplitude modulation of a transmitted wave in a single-arm waveguide or
phase modulation in a two-arm millimeter-wave bridge arrangement can be

' Chi H. Lee, P. S. Nak, and A. P. DeFonzo, "Optical control of millimeter-wave
propagation in dielectric waveguides," IEEE J. Quantum Electron QE-16 (1980),
277-288.
20 C. H. Lee, A. Antonetti, and G. Mourou, "Measurements of the photo-

conductive lifetime of carriers in GaAs by optoelectronic gating techniques,"
Opt. Coamun., 21 (1977), 158-161. 22



employed. Our most recent result based on the latter method is very
encouraging. We have demonstrated the modulation of millimeter-wave signals at
94 GHz with a modulation bandwidth well in excess of 1 GHz. Based on the
carrier lifetime data, the potential bandwidth should approach 10 Glz. A
follo up and in-depth study will be undertaken along this line. This device
will be particularly attractive in pulse-coded communication as the data rate
can be extended well above I Gbit/s.

Optoelectronic gating of millimeter-wave signals with picosecond pre-
cision offers many orders of improvement in signal to noise ratio in signal
processing. This technological capability is necessary to reduce system
vulnerability to electronic counter-measures. To explore these unique features
we shall undertake an in-depth study with wide-bandwidth mixer diode/detectors.

4.5 Chirping of Millimeter-Wave Pulses and Coherent Pulse Compression

Using the modulation technique discussed in appendices B and C as
well as in the last section, one generally obtains a well-defined pulse signal
with good depth of modulation at the output of the bridge. The width of these
pulses has been measured by a correlation technique frequently employed in the
picosecond pulse work and found to be 600 ps, wider than the predicted
pulsewidth by a factor of three. This discrepancy can be understood by
realizing that the millimeter-wave pulse is generated by rapid phase modula-
tion of the signal. As a result the pulse is actually chirped; i.e., there is
a large frequency sweep within the pulse. Group velocity dispersion will
broaden the 'chirped' millimeter-wave pulse as it propagates through a positi-
vely dispersive guiding structure, e.g., metallic waveguide, as observed in
this case. It is interesting to point out that the millimeter-wave pulse can
be as short as 200 ps, which contains only 20 cycles. If such a pulse is led
to propagate through a negatively dispersive medium, it can further be
compressed. We will search for a suitable material for such a demonstration.
The compressed pulse will be very short. It is also interesting to find out how
the compression process changes the signature of the original pulse. If the
chirped rate is high enough and the compression ratio is large enough, the
compressed pulse may have a carrier frequency characteristic that is quite dif-
ferent from that of the original pulse.

4.6 Development of Composite Dielectric Waveguide Structures

Although semiconducting materials used as waveguide media offer many
advantages, materials costs will nevertheless be high. An alternative approach
will be to use microwave ceramic materials such as alumina or magnesium tita-
nate as the main body of the waveguide while overlaying a layer of semiconduc-
tor for control. This approach is particularly cost effective if a
medium-range resistivity silicon can be used instead of high-purity silicon.
According to figure 8-11 of Lee et al, 1 the 1as and phase shift are Insignifi-
cant until the plasma density reaches 1015/cm3 for a plasma layer of 50-pn.
This means that if one cements a silicon layer on an index matched ceramic
waveguide, the resistivity of the silicon layer can be as low as 2 ohm-cm.
This in turn means that the inexpensive silicon wafer can be used as the effec-
tive controlling element. Millimeter-wave propagation in such a composite

I Chi H. Lee, P. S. Mak, and A. P. DeFonzo, "Optical control of millimeter-wave

propagation in dielectric waveguides," IEEE J. Quantum Electron QE-16 (1980),
277-288. 23
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guiding structure with an optically injected plasma layer must be investigated.
This structure may offer additional advantages in that the injected plasma will
be confined to the semiconducting layer. The complicated transport phenomena
encountered in bulk semiconductor devices may be avoided.

For another configuration, the composite dielectric waveguide structure
may be sectionalized. In a region where only a normal guiding function is
required, one uses the ceramic insular material, while in the region where some
kind of control is needed, one uses semiconductor waveguide. These composite
waveguide structures are essential for the realization of monolithic
millimeter-wave integrated circuit technology.

4.7 Use of Diode Laser as Light Source

Up to now, we have been using the mode-locked Nd:YAG laser as the
light source for controlling action. It is bulky. It may be quite adequate as
a laboratory tool for investigation of the proposed research tasks but it is
certainly not very practical for field operation. The ideal light source for
such application should be compact and consume very little power. The diode
lasers suit these requirements. According to our calculation, an optimally
designed device should only require 1 nJ for 2.5 of phase shift. This energy
requirement for the operation of the device is certainly available in most diode
lasers. It is important to demonstrate the device operational principle by the
use of diode lasers. We intend to include this in our investigation.

4.8 Study of Physics of Hot Carrier Transport in Semiconductors.

The prospect of ever larger scale integration of electronic circuits
has increased the importance of the study of transport of carriers in semicon-
ductors under high electric field. The transport of carriers under high
electric field is usually characterized by its departure from Ohm's law, i.e.,
the current is a non linear function of the electric field. Among the many
techniques for studying transport phenomena, we mention three which are rele-
vant to our purpose:2 1 (1) picosecond light pulse band-to-band excitation
and probing of the excited carriers; (2) some combination of high dc or
microwave field excitation and probing with a weak field; and (3) probing with
a frequency source resonant with a time constant of interest, usually -10-12 s.

We propose here to develop a technique which will combine some of the advan-
tages offered separately by these three conventional methods. The transport of
electrons under an electric field may be characterized by the complex conduc-

*tivity, which is in turn determined by the carrier density and the various

relaxation times. Optical methods can introduce a known number of carriers at
a known initial energy (determined respectively by the intensity and frequency
of the light), and energy redistribution of these electrons can be determined
as a function of time to subpicosecond resolution by probing the band-to-band
absorption of light. The change in the real part of the dielectric constant,
however, requires an enormous carrier density (1019 c - 3 by rough estimates)
because of the high optical frequency, 1015 Hz, compared with 1012 Hz carrier

M I. G. Li, W. L. Cao, V. K. lathur, and Chi H. Lee, "Wide bandwidth, high-

repetition rate optoelectronic modulation of millimeter-wave in GaAs
waveguide, Electron. Lett. 18 (1982), 454-456.
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7. response time. Lower frequency techniques (dc and microwave) measure the
change in the complex conductivity but cannot yield direct information on the
relaxation times because they are too fast; such information can only be
obtained indirectly, by fitting experimental data to some theoretical calcula-
tions, for example. Direct examination at a resonant frequency (_1012 Hz)
requires a frequency source at that range, a less-developed area.

The proposed technique exploits the available picosecond time resolution
(and hence high frequency, 101Z Hz) from optical sources and the more sen-
sitive measurements on the complex conductivity in low-frequency methods. The
heart of the technique is a picosecond light pulse source, which can switch on
and off, synchronously, square pulses of high dc voltage (up to kilovolt
levels) and millimeter waves; the rising and falling edges of these square
pulses are only limited by the optical pulse-width. The light pulse will be
used to create a known carrier density by band-to-band absorption in a semicon-
ductor sample. A square pulse of dc field, variable up to kilovolt levels will
be used to excite the photogenerated carriers, and a square pulse of
millimeter-wave will probe the complex conductivity of the sample as a function
of both the dc field strength and the carrier density; thus, nonlinear effects
due to high field and high carrier concentration can be detected. The sharp
edges of the electric and millimeter-wave fields provide time resolution (i.e.,
high-frequency components are generated, up to over 1012 Hz) which may allow
direct probing of the time constants, in the following manner. Suppose a
square pulse of dc voltage is switched out sometime after the light pulse
generates the carriers. A millimeter-wave pulse, with variable delay with
respect to the dc pulse, will probe the complex dielectric constant n (Fig.
10). If the dc field rises faster than the carrier momentum relaxation time,
different delay tD of the millimeter wave will lead to different values of the

measured n. Similarly, different delay tD between the light excitation pulse
and the dc pulse will allow measurement of the energy redistribution time. The
technique can be very sensitive by averaging the correlation measurements.

1-1 Since ever shorter available light pulse sources may be predicted 10
-1 -

10-14 s resolution is not out of question. For a different project, we have
available to us a cw 15-w argon laser to pump a mode-locked dye laser which has
been shown to generate 0.09-ps pulses by colliding pulse mode-locking
technique 23. Should the output power be insufficient, we have available a Q-
switched Nd:YAG laser which can be used to pump an amplifier for the dye; such
an amplifier has been shown capable of amplifying very reliably 0.09 ps pulses
up to gigawatt levels.

24

At the beginning, however, to demonstrate the feasibility, we propose to
use the existing facilities to make measurements in the 10 ps-region, cooling a
suitable semiconductor sample to low temperature to lengthen the relaxation
times.

ZJ R. L. Fork, B. I. Greene, and C. V. Shank, "Generation of optical pulses
shorter than 0.1 psec by colliding pulse model locking," Appl. Phys. Lett, 38
(1981), 671-672.
24 R. L. Fork, C. V. Shank, and R. T. Yen, "Amplification of 70-fs optical
pulses to gigawatt powers," Appl. Phys. Lett. 41 (1982), 223-225.
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Figure 10. Relative timing of laser-induced solid-state plasma and dc and
millimeter-wave pulses for characterizationl of hot carrier transports.
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APPENDIX A

Theory of Optically Controlled
Millimeter-Wave Phase Shifters

AILEEN M. VAUCHER, CHARLES D. STRIFFLER, MEBER, MEE, AND CHI H. LEE, bazrn, iEEE

Aen I-- d pape r we inde a fmW, -wave m lan ter-wave systems also have some advantages over optical
amctrbs of a diIScIkVICe gue WD ,tl in a O smominae systems, such as better atmospheric propagation in selected
"gio. Such, avice V a ne 1to for corealn m/ilisete-wav bands and a technology more amenable to frequency mul-lntaro in semiconductor waveguide VUa Wthe opt*d or securonk

men ddoing in dd i awtht md gating. We have clbu.te tiplexing 111-13, while retaining good angular resolution of
hase ddft mad aenumatkm rmhutmg from the pose o d@1 plasma. the latter. A basic problem is how to effectively preserve

Hie ardr wea, bah TE ad TM. s wl as ,mileamer-we fmqumncy these benefits. Our approach to the solution of this prob-
,aistlon, We 0"" In t Si md G.M diekck WaveguideL We ae lem promises to yield much larger modulation bandwidths

o foralated a t ace pamm M1 a Is a good t aImatim to the an are realizable with optical systems, while preserving
at tbiatme vehumi iama model. PUN, dits we prhaaeted to be rw
Noh m i,0"/ n for m 1, o .tr f wa c . 7 a I ff the economy of the millimeter-wave system over a given
vm UtIle aH1ta uat .wh e , e f rqoaftim a mfIcieub1 No carrier frequency band.

ie i. One of the important parts of the microwave and/or
millimeter-wave system is the waveguide. At microwave

I. INTUODUCnON frequencies, metal waveguides are commonly used. At
W E ARE CURRENTLY witnessing a resurgence of higher frequencies, either microstrip or dielectric wave-

VYinterest in millimeter-wave technology. The guide structures become mor attractive. Microstrip trans-
frequency band extending from 30 to 1000 GHz is attrac- mission lines are used up to 30 0Hz. For frequencies
tive in several respects. Devices operating above K-band greater than 30 GHz, the losses in microstrip structures are
frequencies offer greater carrier bandwidth, better spatial high, and fabrication techniques become more difficult due
resolution, and a more compact technology than presently to the small strip width and the substrate thickness. Dielec-
used X- and K-band systems. Millimeter- and submillite- tric rectangular waveguides become an alternative to the

Mnscript recd May 3, 1 vised Aut 6, 18. ls work expensive metal waveguides. The use of high-purity semi-

was supported in part by the Harry Diamond Laborawy; the U.S. Amy; condutor materials as dielectic wavepudes is particularly
dt Mom Martin Aeronautical Reearch Fund., Colee of Eaninecri, important since active devices such as oscillators, Gunn or
University of Maryland; and the Universty of Maryland CoIputU IMPATT diodes, mixers/detectors. and modulators can be

Si nc Fa it. i t fabricated monolithically with the semiconducting wave-
of Maryland, College Pa,, MD 20742. guide.
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One important aspect of millimeter-wave devices is the dielectric waveguide when a plasma-dominated region is
control of the phase and amplitude of a wave propagating present. The model and method analysis are presented in
through the waveguide. The use of semiconductor bulk 1131. In that paper, both the experimental and theoretical
phenomena in implementing microwave control compo- studies concentrated primarily on the propagation of the
ners has been discussed (4]. The principal phenomena dominant lowest order model (rM) denoted by E?, for
explored have been the dielectric and conductive properties 94-GHz waves in a silicon waveguide. In practice, it has
of the plasma state. A frequency-scanning millimeter-wave been found that for waves propagating in an over-sized
antenna utilizing periodic metallic-stripe perturbations on waveguide with a plasma covered region, the waves will not
a silicon waveguide has been demonstrated (5). Millimeter- remain in the fundamental mode. In this paper, we extend
,wave dielectric image-guide integrated devices have been the analysis to include higher order TM modes £ q and
developed (6). In the optical region, there are a variety of TE modes El, . Calculations have also been carried out at
controllable waveguide devices which have not found their frequencies other than 94 GHz. To understand the multi-
counterparts in the millimeter-wve region. High-speed mode propagation characteristics more fully, a model based
light modulators that make use of the electrooptic, on a surface plasma is devised, and the results compared
acoustooptic, and magnetooptic effects in bulk material with those obtained by a more elaborate calculation involv-
have been described [7]. ing a finite thickness plasma layer. It is found that the

Phase shifting is a fundamental control operation. A surface plasma model gives a good approximation for
general approach to this operation, used extensively at plasma layers less than 10 pm in thickness. This is signifi-
both optical 18] and microwave (9] frequencies, is to alter cant since we now have a simple theoretical model to
the phase velocity along a fixed interval of a guiding predict the phase shift and to understand the mode-cou-
medium. In this case, the phase shift per unit length is pling mechanism in a general situation for plasma-
equal to the change in the propagation constant of the controlled phase-shifting devices of arbitrary dimensions.
guided wave. One well-known method of altering the dis- Recently, we have demonstrated the operation of a
persion of millimeter waves is to introduce a plasma into wide-bandwidth, high-repetition rate opto-electronic modu-
the guiding medium. In their work, Jacobs et al. [10] have lator for 94-GHz signals based on a plasma-controlled
demonstrated that the phase shift can be accomplished by Cr-doped GaAs waveguide 114]. The rapid phase and am-
injecting plasma with p-i-n diodes 1I1). Similar work at low plitude modulation are achieved by using picosecond opti-
frequency has been demonstrated recently by Glance [12). cal pulses to inject a plasma into the waveguide. In Cr-
There are several shortcomings of p-i-n-diode-controlled doped GaAs, in contrast to silicon, the electron-hole plasma
millimeter-wave devices: a) large phase shifts have not recombines rapidly, i.e., in less than 100 ps, thus resulting
been achieved due to excess heating of the waveguide; b) in a high-speed, wide-bandwidth, and high-repetition rate
there are lrge losses ( > 6dB) due to excess metallization operation of a millimeter-wave modulator. Therefore, in
for contact to the junction region; and c) the p-i-n diode this paper, we extend our theoretical investigation of di-
becomes an integral part of the waveguide. This leads to electric materials to include GaAs.
complex boundary conditions and poor electrical isolation In Section II, the concept of a plasma-controlled dielec-
between the p-i-n diode and the waveguide structure. tric waveguide is reviewed and earlier experimental results

Recently, we have demonstrated a way of circumventing are summarized. The complete analysis, including the pre-
the above difficulties. By illuminating the guide with sentation of the surface plasma model, is then treated in
above-bandgap radiation, we have created the basic ele- Section Il1. It should be pointed out that the analysis
ment of a new class of device, an optically controlled presented here is quite general; it can be applied to the
millimeter-wave phase shifter and modulator. Optical con- plasma-controlled dielectric waveguide devices no matter
trol offers the following advantages: a) near perfect isola- whether the plasma injection is by optical means, as in this
tion; b) low static and dynamic insertion losses in some work, or by electronic means, as in the work reported by
regimes; c) fast response; d) high power handling capabil- Jacobs etal. 1101.
ity; e) when picosecond pulses are used, it is possible for
extremely high density psmas to be injected without II. CONCEPT or PLA-CONTROLLED Di.ECRIc

damaging the material; I) by proper choice of semiconduct- WAvEouiDE wrrml PRMINARY EXPrME.NTAL
Ag material m laser wavelength, one can generate pluma iuLTS
with any desirable density distributions and at any desr- Shown in Fig, I is a schematic of the optically controlla-
able time; S) ultrafast switching and gating of millimeter- ble phase shifter. It consists of a rectangular semiconductor
wave signals is possible; and h) using picosecond exciting- waveguide with tapered ends to allow efficient transition of
probing techniques, the dynamic evolution of the injected millimeter waves both to and from a conventional metal
plasma can be studied in detail Parameters related to waveguide. Optical control is realized when the broadwall
transport properties of the carders can be accurately de- of the semiconductor guide is illuminated by light gener-
termined. ated by either a proximal source at one removed by a

This paper analyzes in detail the changes that occur in suitable optical guiding medium. The width a and height b
the propagation characteristics of millimeter waves in a of the guide are selected so that it supmorts an Et., mode.
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Fig, I. Schematic diaram of the optically controlled phase shifter. The
popaption vector in the guide is k,, d is the depth of the injected
plms lyer. a is the width of the guide, and b is the beight of the - ,I

The initial depth of plasma injection is controlled by 0
selecting an appropriate combination of optical radiation 20

wavelength and semiconductor absorption properties.
At sufficiently small injection depths, the final thickness

of the plasma is determined primarily by processes of
carrier diffusion and recombination. The effect of the 0 -
plasma-occupied volume is to introduce a layer whose
index of refraction at the millimeter-wave frequency is !
larger than that of the remaining volume of the waveguide.
As the optical-illumination intensity increases from a low
value, a significant phase shift will not appear until the
plasma frequency exceeds the frequency of the guided
millimeter wave, after which it will rapidly rise and eventu-
ally saturate. The form and magnitude of the phase shift 1010 'os 1o
versus the intensity of illumination, and hence the plasma cARMiE DEN ITES Ie'cm 3

density, depends in detail on the material and geometrical Fig. 2. Measured phase shift nonmalized to units of deg/cm [15].
factors that characterize the optically perturbed guiding
structure, and the determination of these quantities re- III. MODEL AND ANALYSIS OF A PLASM-CONTROLLED
quires a detailed solution of the corresponding boundary DiELEcTiuc WAVEGUIDE

value problems. The optically induced phase shift A,# for a
given section of waveguide of length I is determined by The geometry of the rectangular dielectric-plasma guide
computing the propagation constant in the z direction; model is shown in Fig. 3. Thcor ie e cross section is in the
first, in the absence of the injected plasma kr, and then x-y plane, and the z coordinate represents the direction of
with the plasma k; thus, A# - (k; - k,)I. propagation. The dimensions of the guide are denoted by a

Comparison between the experimental and the theoret- and b, and the plasma region thickness by tP. The medium

ical results presented in [131 and in Section III are shown surrounding the waveguide is air. The relative dielectric

in Fig. 2. The correspondence between the data and the constant and refractive index of the dielectric region 0 < y

theoretically predicted curve is excellent. As shown in Fig. < b - t, are c, and n, - Fc, respectively, and those of the

2. we observed a maximum phase shift of 59* at 94 0Hz dielectric-plasma region b - sp < y < b are [131
for a plasma column 1.6 mm in length with dynamic 2

insertion loss of less than one decibel. ,- n - , -c a w&
By slightly variations of the phase-shifting technique, we " PW2 

+ 
p.

have also demonstrated opto-electronic switching and gat- 2sp), ~~ing of n-15imeter-wave signals at 94 GHz by an optically -A'-- +T.2. (W -. = 1

induced plasma in a silicon waveguide 1151. A millimeter- +

wave pulse width as short as one nanosecond and variable The free-chare contribution (plasma) is characterized by a
to tens of nanoseconds can readily be obtained by this plasma frequency w.. - (q=.N./m 0 )1/2 of each species of
technique. We conclude from these studies that optical density N., and an effective collision frequency r.. These
injection of plasma is superior to electrical injection be- various species in an optically formed plasma are denoted
cause of its near-perfect isolation. The geometry and na- by thermally ionized and photo-induced holes (iht and
ture of the injected-plasma column are more amenable to heavy) and electrons. The values of the various species
analysis. Excellent agreement between experiment and the- properties, that is, density, effective mass, and collision
ory encourages further study and a search for better experi- frequency, are listed in Fig. 4(a) for Si and Fig. 4(b) for
mental configurations to realize a new class of devices with GaAs, In Fig, 4(a) the real part iq and imaginazy part i of
high efficiency. the refractive index for Si (see (1)) are plotted as a function
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plasma region, k' (complex), k, (real), respectively, and
r P from these the plasma induced phase shift A0 for a given

b -t"fto length of waveguide I can be computed by

ai #- (Re k'- k),rad (2)

MO . !!and the attenuation coefficient by

77-wi P. OfM a - Im K, cm-' (3)

Specifically, in a waveguide of dimensions a and b and
10 with no plasma present , n~ n n(w~ - 0), k. and k, for the

E.,, mode are approximated by 12 11

k.T in I +~ t2'I (4)
U.-KIra 

L ' 7'

and

* * SULCOd krm, [lI( .)/ +' (5)

PLASMA DEST (WS Here p is the number of extrena in the xdirection, qis the
(a) number of extrema in the y direction, and A0 is the

____________________free-space wavelength of the propagating wave. Similarly,
I I I Ifor well-guided Ex.. modes, k. and kyare approximated by

and

go' SA&LLIM ARSEWElO With ths kh 4+;( A ,' 0 (7)
K)' 

Wb (

PLSM NSITV (..ri) Wihteevalues of k. and ky, we can compute k, in the
(b) guide without the plasma present

Fia. 4. (a) Plot of the plasma feon mufrctive idex vent piasma 21/2
detwiy iSiat 94 GH.Hm P -0.14 Np;PH - $..6 N m .239 2 
me;ufl'-.383Mo; m$ -0.16 Mo;iwm,-.49wMo; ...is k 1 n-k-k2 ()

si*2.2X 10- 3 5, pAh-600 cMP/V-s; i-r,.3X 10-1 s; and NO0- C(8
10" cm-1 16L 17(b)ot of the pawreion refrctiveinda where k.and kyam given by either their TM values (4)
venus plaum denisity in Ga&s at 94 GHz. Hem PL - 0 P - N,; and (5), or their TE values (6) and (7).
m: -0.06 Mo;,; -0.5 ino; MpN 0.8 ~ Rio * 58 cm2/ SM Now consider the case when the plasma layer is present,

3.3x0~ ; p5450 2 /Vs ,,I.2x 10 a;and ,,-.4x as shown in Fig. 3. Again, assuming the decoupling due to
well-guided modes is valid, we note that the solutions for
k for the EY' and Ex~. modes are given by (4) and (6). In

3f plasma density for a .94-0Hz wave. Likewise, in Fig. they diretio, the solIution for k, for TM(E.,,) waves is
4(b) the refractive index in the plasma-dielectric region for found by solving j 13J
Ga&s is plotted. For each material, note the metallic
mature of the plasma region for plasma density aboveta AL
about 10" cm-- for Si and 1011 cm-3 for GaAs. +a- a a-ktl

For the cane of well-guided modes, the analysis is consid-
erably dmmliwd inta h sesneuto se--kr(b-s,)+(q-I)w-.0 (9)
tially decoupled between th n ietos1211 Mo T andfrTtp., ae

exp l(ut k~x -kyy k,z), we find that boundary corn- k
ditiown in z determoine k1, those in y determine k,., and t-,-r a- tntn1-A-O1]

alled Ex, modes. The propagation cmutant 1, isb,) ( ) (oal)
putod for the came with and without the preaence of the In (9) and (10), we have defined the various k.'s in each
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Fig. S. (a) Phase-shift properties in a 2.4x 1 -mm' Si waveguide at 94 Fig. 6. (a) Phase shift properties in a 2.4 X I -mm2 Si waveguide at 94

GHz with respect to plasma density for a plasma region thickness of 10 GHz with respect to plasma density for a plasma region thickness of 10
pm.n Paramertric dependence is the TM mode Ev.,. (b) Attenuation pm Parametric dependence is the TE mode E,. (b) Attenuation
properties in a 2.4 x I -mm2 Si waveguide at 94 GHz with respect to properties in a 2.4X I-mm2 Si waveguide at 94 GHz with respect to
plasma density for plasma region thickness of 10 *um. Parametric plasma density for a plasma region thickness of 10 pm Parametric
dependence is the TM mode E ., dependence is the TE mode p4

region (Fig. 3) as I Im to half the guide depth. In this paper, we have
_ 2w(n2_ 1)1/2calculated A# and a as a function of the plasma density for

K. X0 a rectangular Si waveguide of dimensions 2.4x I mm2 for
0 all E' and El modes that can propagate for a plasma
2w )1/2 .q -1 P141

k,- ~n2 n.2region thickness of 10 jim. The results of the calculations
A0  'are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. In Fig. 5(a) the phase shift per

k_2 n _p1/2 centimeter is plotted as a function of the plasma density
k, '\0(~-~. (I for theE( 1 through the E( modes, which amethe only E;

modes that can propagate in this guide. The corresponding
and n., is the effective refractive index of the wave in the loss in dB/cmn is plotted in Fig. 5(b). As the plasma density
decoupled guide. In the plasma layer, the index it, is inreases from 1015 CM-3 to 1020 cm-', the skin depth in

* complex and depends upon the density of the plasma (see Si decreases from more than 200 pim to less than I pm.
(1)). Substituting the k,'s into (9) and (10) results in When the skin depth is equal to or larger than the plasma
transcendental equations for nt.. These equations are solved layer thickness, the millimeter wave penetrates deeply into
numerically for it., from which k, is determined. The value the plasm layer causing loss. The maximum loss occurs
of k,is the value of k. in the dielectuic region in the when the skin depth is about equal to the layer thickness.
presence of the plasma layer and thus k;may be found by The higheroder modes hve morelossin this regimethan

L2 ~k~ 2)1/2 the lower order modes because more of the wave power is
2) (12) concentrated in the plasma reoon when a higher orderk; " C 2 x IFmode is propagating in the guide. As the plasma density

We can then compute the phase shift A# and attenuation a increases further, the skin depth decreases. When the skin
from (2) and (3),using (8)and (12). depth is less than the thickness of the plasma layer, the

In (15J, plots of phase shift and attenuation versus plasma region begins to act as a metallic conductor and the
plasma density, with plasma region thickness a parameter, dielectric waveguide becomes an image line. The attenua-
were shown for the lowest order E' mode, i.e., Eli. The Si tion then drops off rapidly with increasing plasma density.
waveguide cross sections for those plots were 2.4 x I um2 The maximum phase shift of the highier order modes is also
and I xO0.S mm2, and the plasm thickness. was varied from larger than that of the loweir order modes because the
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Fig. 9. Cross section of the plasma controUed dielectrc waveguide with 2 Io,'"

the plasma treated as a surface density. too-

the EM fields in terms of the linearized charge density p 0 6 ,o. .
and a linearized current density, where PLASMA DENSITY (c,0)

p-.qn (a)
a 25

Jm-q.N6,. (14) l0op',"

Please note that N. is the zeroth-order density of species a, S

and n. represents the linearized response to the millimeter
wave. Likewise, since the zeroth-order velocity of each l
species a is zero, V. represents the linearized velocity
response to the millimeter wave. We use the integral form 5
of Maxwell's Equations to find the boundary condition at
y - b. The plasma quantities n. and 6. are found from the 1 3,2 W '6 oi 0 2o

linearized fluid equations to be PLASMA DENSITV (e.'s^

q. I! I .[E5 +BE, (b)
n.- - If 0 -- Fig, 10. (a) Comrsn 5 of the phase-shift characteristics of an E[',aux B mode propagating at 94 GHz in a 2.4 x I-mm' Si waveguide for the

surface model (dashed lines) and the volume model (solid lines) plotted
- ikE. + E n*o (15) with respect to plasma density. The three sets of curves correspond to

- 8y plasma depths of 100 gm. 10 Im. and 5pm. respectively. (b) Compari-
son of the attenuation characteristics of an E?., mode propagating at 94

and GHz in a 2.4 x I-mm' Si waveguide for the surface model (dashed lines)
and the volume model (solid lines) plotted with respect to plasma

- iq. £density. The three sets of curves correspond to plasma depths of 100C - , . (16) pm. 10 Im. and 5 jam, respectively.

We have defined n.0 - N,(y- b), that is, a plasma agreement becomes poorer, as expected. Similar agreement
located only at the surface y - b.por,For TM waves, the surface plasma acts as a surface is found for the TE waves and for higher order modes of
current and the transcendental equation for k, becomes both the TE and TM waves. Clearly, the simplicity of this

model will aid us in figure analysis pertaining to mode

tnI, K. + t .an'1\ conversion of a single incident wave.
tan- k-- an- -, I-K.t,p-,) IV. CONCLUSION

-k,b+(q-l)w-O (17) We have analyzed in detail the steady-state millimeter-

where K. and k, are as in (11). For TE waves, the surface wave propagation characteristics of Si and GaAs dielectric
plasma acts as a surface charge and the transcendental waveguides that contain a plasma-dominated region. We
equation for k, becomes have calculated the phase shift and attenuation properties

resulting from the presence of the plasma. Higher order

ta- + tan-+ ( wL)2 J \ modes were examined as well as frequency variation of the
k, +tan lk, I) o) "AX.( - J) millimeter wave for all modes capable of propagating in a

S(1 given sized guide. A surface plasma model was formulated-k,b+(q-l)s. ""0. (18) that greatly simplified the analysis, yet gave good agree-

While (17) and (18) are still transcendental their solutions ment with the more elaborate volume model. This model
are much simpler than those of (9) and (10). Fig. 10(a) and will facilitate the computation of a more complicated situa-
(b) shows the results of the surface plasma model analysis tion where mode coupling effects may be important. Phase
in comparison to the volume model presented in the pre- shifts as high as 1400/cm are predicted for modes near
vious figures. Good agreement of the phase shifts and cutoff. This analysis indicates that in an oversized guide
attenuations of the two models with respect to plasma where many modes can be present, the properties of all
density at small plasma depth for a TM wave at 94 GHz is modes are similar in both their expected phase shift as well
seen. As the thickness of the plasma layer ets larger, the as their attenuation properties.
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APPENDIX B
WIDE BANDWIDTH, HIGH-REPETITION- effect of the plasma is equivalent to an imn-age guide This
RATE OPTOELECTRONIC MODULATION results primarily in a phase shift 0. given by the relationship
OF MILLIMETRE WAVES IN GaAs
WAVEGUIDE

In the general case, the transient response of the device de-
Idexing term: Optoelectromn, Dielectric watpides, LaW-r pends on the transport parameters of the optically induced
bi applications carriers, such as the carrier collision time, mobility, diffusion

characteristics etc. The mechanism for phase shift and attenu-
The generation of ultrashort, chirped and coherent ation can then be approximately described in terms of a
millimetre-wave pulses by an optical method is reported. model, developed during the study, based on Marcatili's
Using this technique, the modulation of millimetre-wave 1s3- approximation.4
rals at 94 GHz with a modulation bandwidth in excess of I
GHz is readily achievable. low-

Optically controlled microwave or millimetre-wave devices
have been a topic of great interest recently. Utilising a laser- [
induced electron-hole plasma in semiconductors to control the Go GaAs
propagation of RF signal. previously,' we have successfully CDt DI
demonstrated the switching. gating and phase shifting of .
millimetre-wave signals in Si-waveguides with picosecond pre- IDS -

csion. Phase shifts as large as 300'/cm at 94 GHz were ob- w-bornd
served. In the experiment involving the switching and gating gen
of RF waves, millimetre-wave pulses with pulsewidths as short Fig. 2 Experimental arrangement for generating 'chirped' millimerre.
as I ns and variable to tens of nanoseconds have also been wave pulses
generated. In these earlier experiments,' high-resistivity Si was
used as the waveguide material. Since carrier lifetime in pure The experimental arrangement is depicted in Fig. 2. A
silicon is in the millisecond range, for generating short RF millimetre-wave bridge similar to that used by Jacobs and
pulses, one generally requires two separate laser pulses, one to Chrepta' was employed. A GaAs guide was inserted in one
'turn on' and the other to 'turn ofr the millimetre-wave signal. arm of the bridge. The dielectric waveguide was composed of
Furthermore, the repetition rate of the device is limited by the a 25 mm-long GaAs slab with a cross-section of 2.4 x 1.0
carrier recombination rate to less than 10 kHz. In this letter, mm', which was considered to be an oversized waveguide for

the 94 Gliz signals. The ends of the slab were tapered for
transitions with minimum reflection from standard W-band

low

Fi.ISchemic diagram of an opticalfly controlled piase 4hfe
rapid carrier recombination, only a single picosecond optical
pulse is needed to produce ultrashort millimetre-wave pulses.
This feature has been utilised to construct a high-speed Sns
millimetre-wave modulator with a repetition rate well in
excess of I GHz.

The optical control of RFwaves offers the following advan-
tares:

(a) mr-perfect isolation between the controlling and the con- M.
trolled devices
(b) low static and dynamic insenion losses
(e) the possibility of producing fast responses with picosecond: pnecis.,n
(d) a high power handling capability.

The basic principle of optical control of millimetre waves is
illustrated schematically in Fig. I. The propagation constant
K, in an interval AL of a rectangular GaAs waveguide
(2.4 x I -0 mm) is changed to K, by illuminating the broadwadl
with optical radiation. The absorbed light generate an
electron-hole plasma resulting in a change of the complex I
index of refraction of the semiconductor thereby altering the b
boundary conditions of the waveguide and changing the pro- nr
paption constant. A millimetre wave launched into the wave-
guide experiences amplitude and/or phase modulation while FIf 3 Millumeno.e- Milse ,, Ndma, e te Awl" orial pulse
propagating through the illuminated interval. The ratio ofam- aan
plitude to phase modulation depends on the density ad e- Diffemt time cales am shown in (1 and (b. respectively. Individ.
asntry of the plasma. For example, if the density yields a skin mal pulse in train is *chirped* and its duration is measured by a
depth 6 much ls than the thicknm of the plasma layer, the 38 correlation technique to be about 60 p
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waveguide operating in a TE 10-mode to dielectric waveguide. In conclusion. we have demonstrated for the first time the
The dark resistivity of the Cr-doped GaAs was 10' Qcm. generation of a 'chirped' millimetre-wave pulse by an optoel-
Initially, without laser pulse illumination of the GaAs wave- ectronic method. Using this technique. the modulation of
guide, the bridge was balanced by adjusting the variable at- millimetre-wave signals at 94 GHz with a modulation band-
tenuator A and mechanical phase shirker # in the other arm so width in excess of I GHz is readily achievable.
that there was no signal at the output. When a single 0-53 Am
pulse of about 20 #J and 30 ps duration extracted from a Arknowledgmmnt: This work was supported in part by the
frequency doubled mode-locked Nd YAG laser illuminated Harry Diamonds Laboratory, US Army, and by the Mintas
the GaAs waveguide, a high-density electron-hole plasma was Martin Aeronautical Research Fund, College of Engineering.
generated on the surface of the GaAs slab, causing a phase University of Maryland.
shift in the millimetre-wave signal as it propagated through
the plasma covered region of the waveguide. The bridge MING G. LI Xth April 1982
became unbalanced and a signal appeared at the output of the WEI L. CAO
bridge. This signal would persist until the excess carriers re- VEERENDRA K. MAIHUR
combined. As the lifetime of the excess carrier is of the order CIl H. LEE
of 100 p3, we expect that the millimet'e-wave signals rise and Electickal Emninming Depmnnwwnt
decay rapidly. In fact, if an optical pulse train were used to University of Maryland
illuminate the waveguide, a millimetre-wave pulse train mim- College Park, MarylIand 20742, UISA
icking the optical pulse train should result. This indeed was
the case as shown in Fig. 3. The interpulse spacing of 7 ns in
the trillimetre-wave pulse train is the samt as that in the
optical pulse train. Fig 3 also shows that a modulation band-
width approaching I GHz is attainable. The pulse width of the
individual pulse is not resolvable in this Figure since the comn-
bined response time of the detecting and display system is eea
slower than the expected pulse width of about 200 ps esti-
mated on the basis of the carrier lifetime data.3 We have I L.D. CHIt N, MAK. P. L., and DEFOJZO, A. .: 'Optical control Of
devised a correlation technique similar to that used before5 to millimetre-wave propagation in dieleciric waveguides'. ]EEE ..

measre he plsewidt ofthe oheent illmetr-wae 2Qwiaum Electrnon., 1980, QE-14. pp. 277-288
measre he uls with f te coeret mllietr-wa 2LEE, CI H.. MAS., P. 5., and DEFON~ZO. A. P.: *Miltimetre-wave switch-

pulse. The measured pulse width is 600 pa, wider than the ing b) optically generated plasma in silicon,. Electron. Lj'tt.. 19'78.
predicted pulse width by a factor of three. This discrepancy 14. pp 733-734
can be resolved by realising that the millimetre-wave pulse is 3 LIM CI Ht.. ARTOatMrn A., and wuoui. G.: 'Measurements of the
generated by rapid phase modulation of the signal. As a result photoconductive lifetime of carriers in GaAs by optoelectronic
the pulse is actually 'chirped'. i.e. there is a large frequency gating techniques%, Opt Coeniun.. 1977, 21, pp. 158- 161
sweep within the pulse. Group velocity dispersion will broa- 4 MARCATILJ. E. A. j.: 'Dielctric rectangular waveguide and direc-
den the 'chirped' millimetre-wave pulse when it propagates in tiotial coupler for integrated optics', Bell Sysi. Tec. J., 3969. 48,

postivly isprsie gidig srucure Mimathesbeteen pp. 2079-21102a poitielydisersve uidng trutur. Msmache bewee 5 ACoas, m., and CNREYrA, mt. ai.: 'Electronic phase shift forthe dielectric and metallic waveguides will also contribute to millimeter-wave aerniconductor dielectnic integrated carcuits',
some broadening Experiments as well as a detailed thteoretical IEEE Trn. 1974. M4'T-22, pp. 411-427
calculation are under way to provide more data for a quanti-
tative analysis of the generation and propagation of the
'chirped' millimetre-wave pulse. 0013-5194/82/1110454-0330/0
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rig. 3 brrlitL~Ly oberved miLL1atr-un algrinls ~r Spning to
the teeticial ons depicted In Fig. 2 in thesee cyclic orer.

mw ple is actually 'chirped' du to, rapid Itrnse modulation. Qm vsa-
city dispersion will brandmn then Ocired, aiillimar-mv als PALM" it pco-
pagates through a poitively dispersive guiding structurt. Nimetchas
between the dielectric ad metallic waegiidas will also cotriute to

Sinc the ailiater-%ove signals are otained by mdulating the
dielectric property of thUrn daed a taveguide, ther pulse width of the
signals a* mealler than Uhe comined resone time of te detecting and
displaying system. As a result the convenient calibration techniue
inqloyed in ther Si wmveguide wok [IIto obtain te values of hse shift ad
attenuation is not directly aplicable bare. W e m hoawr, devleid a
dynamic bridge mthi to deterine the values of Urn laser induced hse

* shift and attenartion. goe output electric field of the bridge (see rig. 2
of reference 3) is the sam of Voo ptaasors, E,% representing the electric field
in the am with dielectric wguide, aid %, the RF field in Uhe ottar s-c.

Zand ESare linearly polarized in the same direction. Uma Urn bridge is
bs.anasd prior to laser illumination, k- -4 and the output is flao. Dider
laser illusinatlua zA is suddenly shifted to a new value and than relams

* beck to its initial value as the laser induced carriers decay (repreuented by
4the rotation of the LPA phaor in a phssor diagram). 2m, output W~C~ at

* the sillimtr,mi detactor Is prq~ Lornl to 19A + 12. A positive mulm
with a characteristic decay reults. 2*r amplitde as wall as the detile
twqpral profie of the pulme deprndsaipon the initial density of thernea
carriers and the material transport paramters. Bad an the thmorticll
calculated curves of has shift and attenuation as a function of merrier des-
sity 141 and assuig a certain decay characteristic of the mose carrimsa
to haven calculated te temoal profie of Urn signal at the output ad UOa
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eoectro 4ole plass resulting in a change of the ompex index of refraction
of the mncoductor thereby altering the bounary c itions of the wavaguide
Md changing the propagation constant. A mllimeter-tve launched Into the
waveguide experienoes awpltude and/or phase modulation while propagating
through the Illuminated Interval. One ratio of mplitude to phase mdulation
depends on the density and geamtry of the plaSMA. Ibr example, if the
density yields a skin depth 6 mch less than the thickness of the plasm
layer, the effect of the plasma is equivalent to an Imge guide. This yields
a mnrly pur phase shift, #, given by the relationship

(kz-kz')hL.(1

In general case, the transient respone of the aillimater-wave depends upon
the transport parmeters of the optically linduced carriers, such as carrier
ollision tire, mbility, diffusion characteristics, etc. 7u mechsnim for

phase shift and attenuation can then be satisfactorily described in term of
a model developed in this %mk based on Naratili's iation [2).

An experiment ws perford by using a aillieter-wmve bridge similar to
that used previously. go QAs mveguide ws inarted in am am of the
bridge. initially. without laser-pulse illumination of the GaM, the bridge
was balanced by adjusting a mechanical attenuator and pase shifter in the
other am so that there was no signal at the output. Whn a single piwee-
cond pulme of 0.53 M extracted from a frequency doubled mode-locked M:YzG
laser was illwuinating the GA& wmveguide, the bridge became unbalaned rd
coherent signals apeared at the output of the bridge. Because the lifetime
of the induced carriers is of the order of 100 piouseconds, the millimter-
wave signals rise and decay rapidly. If an optical pulse train is used to
illuminate the mewaeuide, a aillimeter-wave pulM train results mimicking the
optical pulse train (see Fig. 3 of ntference 3). his featur indicates that
a modulation bandwidth aroaching I G~z is attainable. the pulse width of
the individual pulse is not resolvable since the cmined resmoe time of
the detecting and display system is slowr than the expected pulse width of
about 200 picoseconds, wider than the predicted pulse width by a factor of
three. This discrepancy can be rmolved by realizing that the millinmter
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generated for the unbalat d bridge due to the decay of the opti-
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I PPENDIX C
icosecond Optoelectronic Moduladon of Millimeter-Waves

Izn GaAs Wavewzde

N.G. Li., V.K. Hathur, Wet-Lou Cao and Chi H. Lee

Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Naryland
College Park, 10 20742, USA

ticaly ntrU d mirowave or amllimtetr-%mw devices hae been a topic
of great interest recently. Utilizin a laser iducmd electrun-hole plami
in sm onductor wveguide to cotrol the propagation of an 1' signal, we
have previously dercntratad the switching, gating and ase hifting of
millimster-wav signal in Si-tiveguide with picecd csio [1]. ae
shifts as large as 300/W c at 94 Ofz wre oserv d. In the eaqrlmnt
inwolving switding and gating of tF bves, millimater-wave pulses with
pulmewilth as short as I ns and variable to tons of naomseonds have also
been generated. In these earlier experiments, high resistivity Si ma uied
as the mveguide material. Since the carrier lifetime in pire silicon is in
the a illiseond range, to generate a ort U pulme, on genrally requires
two separate laser pulss, me to =tur on anud the other to =turn off" the
millimter-weve signal. ratheore, the repetition rate of the device is
limited by the carrier reacibination rat to less than 10 MIz. In this work,
we will report an our mst re ent study of this type of devim by using
Cr:dod GM as the m eguiding mdium. De to rapid carrier r , inatia.,
only a single picoseond optical pulse is rmeded to produce an ultrastort
millimeter-wave pilse. tlis feature ham been utilized to onatruct a high
speed milllmatar-wve ndulator with a repatition rate wmll in emess of I

Otical trol of NTmves offers the following advantagess (a) mar
perfect isolation betmen the controlling and the ntrolled devices, (b) wo
static and dynmTic insetion lowm, (c) poasibility of fast rqMM with
picIeend p-cision, and (d) high power hwdling oqpability.

* basic principle of opical control of millimeter wps is ill trated
schmatically in Fig. 1. 2w propagation cwrtant, K,, in an Interval AL of

rectangular GWAW wovegude (2.4 z 1.0 am) isc hagbto N- by iluminating
the eamm l with optical radiation. absoed light generates an

J J ER

m optically ato.Uad phme
OPT'ICAL LY €4TfO-U[ aa ar.fter, is the pnxegatlamPHASE meria Vato In WIh WIuieV .
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detector. Figure 2 COPCOents the results Of thesse calculations with dif-
ferent initial pows angles between E% and %9 . 1re WE hae
assamsd a tw cgapwnt decay mechanism for the carriers withi dcAY Mtmnta
1lsloo ps and t2-1000 pis respectively. Die mohaniuvi for -c May be due to
eff icient re inatiwn at chrmu implqurities; Wh~ile for I2 it my be due

toa4biolaS dif fus =*. lie laser induced carrier density Ls estimated to be
2 x 10 /cm , corresoning to the laser enrgy of lOvJ* Thie &Ira pro-
f ile is very sensitive to the initial carrier density from otical injection.
Fig. 3 shows the observed milliintr-wave signals correspondin to the
theoretica situat)bis depicted in Fig. 2. It is apparent that there is a
good qialitative agree nt. Wy cxupa ing the data with the thmot tically
calculated curve, one can conclude that a guas shift of 2700 Me ee
observed. * his value amperes very favorably with the theoretically expected
value of 2B'P for a plauss clumn of 2 aillimstats in langth, or 14000 Aa 141.

DI conclusion, we natrated foe thes first tim the generation of
'chirped, iillimter-wave pulses. using this technique * thu moidulation of

milllzmter-vave signals at 94 Ma with modulation bmutithi in exaes of I GM
is readily achievable. A dynamic bridge mthod has been developed to measure
the phase shift and to mitor the carrier decay kinetics. A two cmi nt
decay has been oserved In a Crde A wveguide.

Acknld4;nt are due to Profeso C.D. Strifflar and A.M. Vauhr for
their contributions to these studies.
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